
 

More information on the course, including links to discussion videos, can be found at 

https://ssc.church/goodandbeautiful/  

Discussion questions can also be found on pages 240-242 of the book. 

Recap Soul Training: Secret Service 

1. What was the most challenging aspect of serving in secret? 

2. How did you feel as you were doing your secret acts of service? How did 

you feel after they were finished? 

3. What did you learn about God and yourself from this exercise? 

Engaging with Chapter 8: Discussion Questions 

1. The author writes, “The world measures our worth on the basis of our 

appearance, production and performance— which seem to be the only thing 

that counts. This narrative says, ‘Your value is determined by others’ 

assessment’” (p. 139). With a partner, discuss ways you allow your value to be 

determined by others.  

2. Have you ever caught yourself doing some good deed not for the sake of 

helping others but for the prize of praise? If you are comfortable, talk about it 

with your group.  

3. The author gives us this great insight into Jesus’ teaching:  

Giving money to the poor. Praying. Fasting. All three activities are some of the 

most spiritual activities a person can do. So what about Jesus’ harsh words? 

Actually, he is not speaking against these practices. He is attacking the way in 
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which they are being practiced. He is not concerned with the method but the 

motive. As we have seen, Jesus starts with the world’s standard of rightness (not 

murdering, not lying under oath) and then peels off the veneer to see if the heart 

is good. The same is true here. He takes three righteous and holy actions and then 

shows how the condition of a person’s heart determines whether or not the 

discipline is a blessing or a hindrance (pp. 144-45).  

To explore our motives, write down three favorite spiritual practices. Then have 

silently consider these questions:  

• Do you long for approval and praise through any of these practices? 

• Based on this chapter, what could you do to purify your motives 

regarding these disciplines? 

• How could you apply the Puritan saying to “live for an audience of One” 

to your spiritual practices?  

Engaging Scripture 

The author writes, “No matter how many worldly ‘trophies’ we acquire, we won’t be 

able to lay our head down in peace because we are only as good as our last success. But 

our loving Father—the only One who matters—tells us that we are loved, that we are of 

immeasurable worth” (pp. 148-49). Read 1 John 4:16-17 and encounter God’s love for 

you. (If you have done Lectio Divina before, try reading the passage together that way.) 

Next Week’s Spiritual Practice: Deaccumulation 

See pages 169-170 for guidance on this practice.  

This week, the goal is to give 5 items away that you know would bless the recipient and 

are valuable to you. We are trying to loosen the grip of material goods on our hearts. 

Remember, don’t just replace them with a newer version of what you gave away. We 

want to be 5 items lighter by the end of the week. 

For Next Week 

• Read Chapter 9, Learning to Live without Avarice 

• Spiritual Practice of Deaccumulation 
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